Genesis is an HNF-3/fkh homologous protein. By using multi-dimensional NMR techniques, we have obtained the solution structure and backbone dynamics of Genesis complexed with a 17 base-pair DNA. Our results indicate that both the local folding and dynamic properties of Genesis are perturbed when it binds to the DNA site. Our data show that a conserved¯exible amino acid sequence (wing 1) makes dynamic contacts to DNA in the complex and a short helix is induced by Genesis-DNA interactions. Our data indicate that, unlike the HNF-3g/DNA complex, a magnesium ion is not required in forming the stable Genesis-DNA complex.
Protein-DNA interactions play important roles in many cell processes, such as DNA replication, modi®cation, repair and RNA transcription. The structures of many DNA-binding proteins and their DNA complexes have been determined and, on the basis of these structures, a number of highly conserved DNA-binding motifs have been identi®ed. One of these motifs, the winged helix motif, is displayed by the HNF-3/fkh homologous proteins, which contain about 100 amino acid residues and bind to DNA as monomers. The winged helix DNA-binding motif was initially identi®ed in the DNA-binding domains of rat hepatocyte nuclear factor HNF-3 (Lai et al., 1990) and Drosophila forkhead homeotic protein (fkh; Weigel & Jackle, 1990) . Later, many proteins containing this motif were identi®ed in various organisms ranging from yeast to human; and they play important roles in developmental regulation, especially in organogenesis and differentiation of tissues (reviewed by Kaufmann & Kno È chel, 1996; Vogt et al., 1997) .
Previous studies of the HNF-3/fkh homologous DNA-binding domains indicate that this motif is a helix-turn-helix motif (Clark et al., 1993; Marsden et al., 1998) . In the crystal structure of the HNF-3g-DNA complex, the third helix (H3) and the second wing (W2) of the protein make the majority of the DNA contacts. However, several questions remain, one of which is whether the conserved wing 1 sequence plays any role in DNA recognition in the HNF-3/fkh family members. Since a short 13 basepair DNA sequence was used to form the co-crystal, it has been speculated that the DNA site is not long enough for proper wing 1 contacts. Another question is whether divergent wing 2 sequences in different winged helix proteins adopt alternative conformations in the complexes. Therefore, further structural studies of HNF-3/fkh family members complexed with their cognate DNA sites are necessary.
We present the results from our studies of the DNA-binding domain of Genesis, which is a conserved HNF-3/fkh family member, complexed with a strong DNA-binding site (Clevidence et al., 1993; Sutton et al., 1996; Overdier et al., 1994) . Our studies show that the Genesis-DNA interaction modi®es both the structure and dynamic properties of the protein, as we observe that a small helix is induced in the complex and that wing 1 makes dynamic DNA contacts in the minor groove of the DNA.
The assignments of the Genesis-DNA complex
The Genesis-DNA complex contains a 108 amino acid residue polypeptide and a 17mer doublestranded DNA. The last eight amino acid residues at the C terminus of the polypeptide are LQHHHHHH, which are fused for af®nity puri®-cation using NiNT resin (Quagen CA). A HSQC (303 K) is displayed in Figure 1 , which also shows the resonance assignments. This spectrum indicates that the complex is uniformly folded under the current experimental conditions. The resonance assignments and NOE connectivities of the Genesis-complex at 303 K were made with the aid of a HNCA (Yamazaki et al., 1994), a 3D 15 N edited TOCSY (t m 29 ms) and two 3D 15 N edited NOESY experiments (tm 80 ms) (Fesik & Zuiderweg 1988) . The assignment of the DNA was facilitated by using homonuclear TOCSY (tm 30 ms) and NOESY (tm 120 ms) experiments on a complex containing perdeuterated Genesis. Intermolecular NOEs were collected from NOESY-HSQC experiments (tm 80 and 120 ms ) and 12 C ®ltered NOESY-HSQC experiments (tm 120 ms) (Leupin et al., 1990) on complexes containing perdeuterated labeled Genesis. As indicated previously, substitution of the carbonbound proton with deuterium can dramatically improve the quality of the spectra (Gardner et al., 1997; Clore & Gronenborn, 1998; Rosen et al., 1996) .
The structure of the Genesis-DNA complex
In a previous study, we demonstrated that DNA-free Genesis folded into a conformation containing four a-helices, three b-strands and two wings (Marsden et al., 1997) . In the Genesis-DNA complex, these four helices and three strands are also conserved on the basis of NOE patterns (Figure 2(a) ). However, our studies also indicate structural perturbations in wing 1 and wing 2 of Genesis in the complex. One of the most obvious changes is observed in wing 2, where residues Q82 to F86 show uniformly strong d NN (i,i 1), and many observable d NN (i,i 2), d aN (i,i 3) and d aN (i,i 4) NOE connectivities when Genesis binds to the DNA site (Figure 2(a) ). On the contrary, the corresponding sequence in the DNA-free Genesis protein is disordered as judged by the NOE pattern and relaxation parameters (Marsden et al., 1997; Jin et al., 1998) . Therefore, complex formation transforms amino acid residues Q82 to F87 of Genesis into a helical structure.
Structural calculations were performed with the program DYANA (Guntert et al., 1997) : 1047 NOE and 70 dihedral constraints were used for calculation of the Genesis structure from residues V2 to K98 in the complex. These constraints were derived from 2D and 3D NMR experiments acquired on both the Genesis-DNA complex and DNA-free Genesis if appropriate, with an assumption that the tightly packed hydrophobic core of DNA-free Genesis is not perturbed in the complex . A DNA molecule has only a limited number of protons, thus its structure cannot be unambiguously derived only from observable NOE signals by using the DYANA program. A Btype DNA conformation has been observed in the structure of a winged helix protein-DNA complex previously by using x-ray crystallography (Clark et. al., 1993) . Since the backbone NOE pattern (Figure 2(a) ) indicates that Genesis in the DNA complex folds into a structure similar to that 
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15 N HSQC spectrum of the Genesis-DNA complex at 303 K with assignments indicated. H Ne is the e proton of the tryptophan side-chain. The overexpression and puri®cation of Genesis has been described (Marsden et al., 1997) . The DNA sequence in the complex is G 1 C 2 T 3 T 4 A 5 A 6 A 7 A 8 T 9 A 10 A 11 C 12 A 13 A 14 T 15 A 16 C 17 , in which the sequence C 2 to A 16 is a high-af®nity binding site for Genesis (Overdier et al., 1994; Bravieri et al., 1997) . Formation of the complex was achieved by adding the DNA site slowly to Genesis in Tris buffer (19 mM Tris-d 6 , 20 mM NaCl, and 10 mM Na 2 S 2 O 4 in 10 % 2 H 2 O/90 % H 2 O). Addition of DNA to Genesis initially causes precipitation of the free protein, after which the formation of the complex causes this precipitation to re-dissolve. Therefore, an approximate 1:1 ratio is reached on clari®cation of the solution.
of HNF-3g in the DNA complex (Clark et al., 1993) , we assume that a B-type DNA is present in the Genesis-DNA complex. This is achieved by using constraints derived from the DNA-binding sequence and an ideal B-type conformation generated from the SYBYL program (Tripos Inc. MO). The distance between two atoms of the DNA in our calculation was re®ned to the ideal distance in the B-form DNA by an upper limit and a lower limit constraint pair (d upper À d lower 0.45 A Ê ): 1720 constraint pairs for the DNA were used in the DYANA calculation. The interactions between the protein and DNA were determined from a total of 79 intermolecular NOE constraints: 29 linker residues were used to link between the protein and the DNA; and 27 residues were used to connect between the two DNA strands to generate a single-chain molecule (Guntert et al., 1997) . A standard annealing procedure with 40,000 steps described in the DYANA manual was used to calculate the structures of the complex (Guntert et al., 1997) . The linker residues were removed for structural analysis after the calculation.
The 20 best DYANA structures from 200 initial structures are shown in Figure 2 (Laskowski et al., 1993) , which shows that 70.6 % of residues are in the most favored regions. Since perdeuterated Genesis is used in the complex, only a subset of intermolecular NOE connectivities is still observable. Therefore, the low resolution of the complex structure is due to the limited intermolecular NOE connectivities used in the structure calculation. However, the structure of Genesis in the complex is well de®ned and is suitable for structural analysis. Our structural analysis by using the NOE pattern (Figure 2(a) ) and program MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996) indicates that the calculated structure of Genesis in the DNA complex contains ®ve helices, three strands and two wings. The ®ve helices are identi®ed as occurring at residues Y8 to Q18 (H1), L26 to R36 (H2), W47 to L57 (H3), Y39 to F44 (H4) and Q82 to F87, respectively. The three strands are K23 to T25 (S1), F61 to I64 (S2) and Y76 to N80 (S3). In these secondary structures, H1 to H4 and S1 to S3 were observed also in DNA-free Genesis . H5 is not present in DNA-free Genesis and is only observed only in the Genesis-DNA complex. The two wings are from P65 to N75 (W1) and from D88 to K98 (W2). Due to the lack of side-chain assignment of NOE connectivities, the C terminus of wing 2 (G90 to K98) is not well de®ned in our structure. However, based on the backbone NOE pattern, the C-terminus of wing 2 adopts an extended structure in the complex. A total of 200 structures were calculated using 40,000 steps in energy minimization: 201 short-range, 619 mediumrange, and 227 long-range (total 1047) NOE restraints in the protein and 79 restraints between the protein and DNA were used for the structure calculation; 29 pseudo linkers were used between the protein and DNA, and 27 linkers were used between the two strands of DNA. The DNA conformation is assumed to be B-form by using constraints measured from an ideal B-type DNA. The distance between two atoms of the DNA is re®ned to the ideal distance in the B-form DNA by an upper limit and a lower limit constraint pair ( The DNA contacts from the conserved wing 1 sequence HNF-3/fkh homologous proteins are highly conserved and many residues that make DNA contacts in the HNF-3g-DNA complex are conserved in Genesis. In the co-crystal structure of the HNF-3g-DNA complex, helix 3 is the major DNA recognition helix. Since the residues in helix 3 of HNF-3g are almost identical with those of Genesis, the conserved residues, which make DNA contacts in HNF-3g are also expected to make DNA contacts in Genesis. We observe from intermolecular NOE signals and the spatial positions of amino acid side-chains that side-chains of N49 and H53 contact A11 and T9 on the sense strand, respectively (Figure 2(c) ). The DNA contacts made by Genesis, which are not observed in the HNF-3g/ DNA complex (Clark et al., 1993) are a side-chain contact made by Q48 to the C12-G12 base-pair and a non-speci®c DNA contact made by K63 to a phosphate group in the core recognition sequence of the antisense strand (Figure 2(c) ). On the basis of this observation, it is apparent that helix 3 of Genesis recognizes the major groove of the A 5 A 6 A 7 A 8 T 9 A 10 A 11 C 12 sequence in the center of the 17 base-pair DNA in the complex.
Due to the short DNA sequence (13mer) that was used in the structure determination of the HNF-3g/DNA complex, wing 1 of the protein is extended outside of the DNA site (Clark et al., 1993) . In our study, we used a 17 base-pair DNA to form the complex; thus, we detected many intermolecular NOEs between the proton resonances of the DNA sugar backbone and residues in wing 1 of Genesis. In our structure of the complex, wing 1 interacts with the minor groove of the DNA site (Figures 2(b) and 3 ) whereas in the structure of the HNF-3g-DNA complex only the sidechain of S74 (N74 in Genesis) at the C terminus of wing 1 makes a DNA contact on the sugar backbone (Clark et al., 1993) , and the rest of wing 1 sequence extends beyond the DNA sequence.
Since we use only NOE signals between the DNA and labile protons of Genesis in our structural calculation, the structure of the complex is inevitably of low resolution. Therefore, many DNA protein contacts cannot be well de®ned in our structure. Especially, many potential watermediated DNA contacts, which were identi®ed in the structure of the HNF-3g/DNA complexes (Clark et al., 1993) are not available in our structure.
The relaxation parameters of the Genesis-DNA complex
Our previous dynamic study of DNA-free Genesis indicates that the DNA-free Genesis protein is highly dynamic and both wing 1 and wing 2 show sequence-speci®c collective motions . One question is whether these interactions made by wing 1 and wing 2 will reduce the motional amplitudes of these two sequences; therefore, the relaxation parameters of the Genesis-DNA complex were acquired (Figure 4) . The data show that wing 2 in the Genesis-DNA complex is more rigid than in DNA-free Genesis on the basis of T 1 , T 2 and heteronuclear NOE data. The relaxation parameters of wing 2 are close to the average value obtained from residues in structured sequences, thus they support the hypothesis that formation of a more rigid structure for wing 2 is occurring. Residues E67 to G74 in wing 1 are mobile in DNA-free Genesis . The relaxation data for the Genesis-DNA complex indicate that the motions of those same residues are slightly more rigid than in DNA-free Genesis. However, the values of T 1 /T 2 and the heteronuclear NOE of individual amino acids in this region are lower than the average values over the entire sequence, and are even lower than the RMS values calculated from the rigid residues (residues with no internal motions). This result indicates that the residues in wing 1 are still relatively mobile, even though intermolecular NOE signals indicate interactions between wing 1 and the DNA site. Thus, our data indicate that DNA contacts made by wing Figure 3 . A ribbon diagram showing the NMRderived tertiary structure of the Genesis-DNA complex. The structure was analyzed and produced with the program MOLMOL (Koradi et. al., 1996) .
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Protein-DNA interactions play an important role in transcription regulation and have been studied intensively with the focus being, how do proteins recognize speci®c DNA sequences. HNF-3/fkh proteins are highly conserved, and one of the conserved sequences is in wing 1. Although strong interactions between wing 1 and DNA have been proposed, in the crystal structure of the HNF-3g/ DNA complex only one contact was detected. This interaction is between the DNA sugar backbone and the side-chain of the last residue (serine) of wing 1, whereas the rest of the wing 1 sequence extends outside the DNA-binding site. Due to the use of a short 13 base-pair DNA in the crystal structure study, it has been speculated that such a short sequence is not suf®cient for numerous wing 1 contacts to be made; therefore, in this study, we used a strong 17 base-pair Genesis DNA-binding site for complex formation. Our results indicate that wing 1 contacts DNA in the minor groove but also that even after Genesis forms the complex, the residues of wing 1 are still dynamic. Thus, the interactions between wing 1 and the DNA site would seem to be mostly weak. This conclusion is supported by our gel-shift study of mutant Genesis in which the double mutant N 70 G/K 73 G reduces the binding af®nity by only about threefold from that of wild-type Genesis . Since the interactions between wing 1 and DNA are weak, it is not surprising that HNF-3g can still form a stable complex with the short 13 base-pair DNA sequence.
Protein-DNA interaction is a highly dynamic process. Many DNA-binding proteins and their cognate DNA sites undergo conformational changes when they form protein-DNA complexes. On the basis of these structural and thermodynamic data, an``induced ®t'' model was proposed (Spolar & Record, 1994) . In this model, the local folding of a DNA-binding protein is coupled to the DNA-binding process to reach the energy minimum of the complex. On the basis of the structural comparison of DNA-free Genesis and the Genesis-DNA complex, the obvious structural and dynamic changes are observed for the amino acid residues Q82 to F87. In the complex, the sequence is a rigid helix, while in DNA-free Genesis the sequence is a relatively mobile coil . Apparently, this helical structure is induced by protein-DNA interaction. Residues 82 to 90 are the most divergent sequence in the winged helix family members. Thus we expect this sequence to adopt divergent conformations. Indeed, this sequence forms a loop-back structure in the HNF3g-DNA complex (Clark et al., 1993) . We speculate that the presence of G84 in HNF-3g may prevent Figure 4 . NMR spectra for the relaxation studies (Farrow et al., 1994; Palmer et al., 1993) were recorded on the Bruker DRX 600. The intensities of the peaks in the 2D spectra were determined by a peak-picking macro provided by SYBYL (Tripos Inc.). The relaxation rate constants and the steady-state 1 H-15 N NOE enhancements and their uncertainties were determined by using standard procedures described previously. (a) 15 N T 1 with error.
15
N T 1 relaxation parameters were measured from the spectra recorded with different T 1 delays (0.01, 0.01, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.80, 1.0, 1. 15 seconds). T 1 spectra were recorded with magnetization relaxation as exp(Àt/ T 1 ) and in such a way that the delay between scans affected only the sensitivity and not the extracted T 1 values (Farrow et al., 1994) . the formation of a helix. Our previous data have shown that substitution of Q82S83 with two Gly or Pro residues reduces the stability of the Genesis-DNA complex, while substitution of Q82S83 with two Ala residues increases the stability of the complex (Shiyanova & Liao, 1999) . Furthermore, this induced helix is likely to be stabilized by hydrophobic interactions among M86, F87 and L17 in Genesis. Interestingly, in HNF-3g a Gln residue replaces Leu at position 17.
HNF-3/fkh homologous DNA-binding domains are highly conserved in the sequences that make DNA contacts; however, family members demonstrate divergent DNA binding (Overdier et al., 1994) . A previous hypothesis proposed that the DNA-binding speci®cities of HNF-3/fkh proteins are regulated by their less conserved, non-DNA contact residues (Overdier et al., 1994) . Our structure of the Genesis-DNA complex strongly supports that theory in that two sequences of Genesis adopt conformations in the DNA complex different from those of the HNF-3g/DNA complex and which are both divergent non-DNA contact sequences. One of these sequences is that linking helix 2 and helix 3 (amino acid residues 39 to 44) and the other is the N terminus of wing 2 (residues 82 to 87). These two sequences adopt helical structures in the Genesis-DNA complex, but adopt coils in the HNF-3g-DNA complex. Due to these structural differences, it appears as though these two highly homologous proteins are able to recognize different DNA sites.
Another difference between the HNF-3g/DNA and Genesis-DNA complex is that the formation of the Genesis-DNA complex does not need the presence of magnesium since no magnesium is present in the NMR buffer, while in the HNF-3g/DNA complex a magnesium ion is tightly bound to the complex. Therefore, our data show that magnesium coordination is not required for complex formation. However, whether Mg 2 is required in the winged helix protein-DNA complex in vivo is not clear.
